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Canadian Bumper Recycling is shifting to
Reclaim Plastics

What is Reclaim Plastics?


Reclaim Plastics is a plastics
recycling company focused on
diverting plastic ICI waste from our
landfills



Currently, our biggest diversion
stream comes from our Collision
Repair Industry Partners



We have more than quadrupled our
production capacity and work
toward providing high quality
plastic regrind to the plastics
industry

Our Waste Diversion Stream


Over 90% of our current feedstock
is plastic waste generated by
automotive collisions in the
province of Alberta



We currently serve Alberta with
our recycling plant located in
Edmonton and transfer station in
Calgary



We can pick up waste from
locations in Edmonton and Calgary



We will collect from any location
within 200 kms of either location
(charges apply)

Collisions in Alberta and Plastic Waste


From 2011 to 2015 there were over
702,857 collisions reported in
Alberta.



From some of our own research we
have seen that even a low severity
accident can generate any where
from 30lbs to over 100lbs of waste
plastics, and that is just for one
vehicle involved!



If we used a 50lb average for
plastic waste generated per
reported collision, we can deduce
that over 35 Million lbs of plastic
waste was generated in a 5 year
period!

Out of Sight, Out of Mind


You may be asking yourself: why
isn’t anything being done to solve
the problem?



Most of this ICI waste is not
tracked/audited in enough detail
to identify where the waste stream
is coming from



This plastic material has a low
weight but large volume.



Recycled Plastic Regrind has a low
commodity value

How We Reclaim Automotive Plastics


Plastic is collected or is dropped
off free of charge to our locations



We sort plastic material on site to
ensure quality of the end product



We must strip off any contaminants
prior to granulation



After sorting and stripping we are
able to granulate the plastic
material



The granulate can then be sold as
a commodity

Identifying Recyclable Plastics


All parts found on cars are stamped
with their polymer composition



Over 95% of all automotive
bumpers are recyclable



Many other common components
such as trim, dashboards, vents,
and moldings are recyclable



Headlights and composite
materials commonly located in the
engine bay are not easily
recyclable

Category 1: Plastics Recycled
Through Granulation (80%)

Examples of Category #1 Components

Category 2: Waste Plastics (20%)
Symbol & Type

How to identify

Typical Usage

PUR
(Polyurethane)

Very flexible, white, yellow, gray, or black.

Flexible bumper covers (esp. on domestics), filler panels,
rocker panel covers, snowmobile cowls.

FG, FGL, FS
(Fibreglass)

Rigid, polyester matrix reinforced with glass fibers, sands
finely

Rigid body panels, fenders, hoods, deck lids, header panels,
spoilers.

PDCPD
(Polydicyclopentadiene)

Rigid Material, no fibers, dark gray in color.

Large truck and tractor panels and hoods.

CF
(Carbon Fibre)

Rigid, usually black or grey. Fibres are visible through a resin
coating.

Spoilers, aftermarket hoods and bumpers.

PBT
(Polybutylene Terephthalate)

Rigid, usually black.

Automotive panels, electrical connectors, under-hood parts.

PA, PA-6, PA Polyamide
(Nylon)

Extremely rigid, heavy, usually black or dark grey

Radiator tanks, headlamp bezels, engine bay components,
mirrors, and radiator supports

PPO or Noryl
(Nylon blend)

Semi-rigid, usually off-white in color
.

Fenders (Saturn & GM), exterior trim

*LDPE
(Low Density Polyethylene)

Usually flexible, usually white or translucent but can be made Wind Shield washer reservoir, other vehicle fluid reservoirs,
in any color. Is commonly used in packaging and films.
and plastic wrapping.
Commonly used in gas tanks and other hard plastic
Usually rigid, usually black or white, but can be any colour.
reservoirs.

*HDPE
(High Density Polyethylene)

Examples of Category #2 Components

What to do with the 20% Waste Plastic?


The plastics that cannot be costeffectively recycled would be an
ideal candidate for waste to
energy



The material is formed from
hydrocarbons and has a high caloric
value making it an ideal fuel
source under controlled conditions



We can process it into a format
that makes the waste to energy
conversion easier, but we do not
currently have a plant that will
receive it

Current State of Automotive
Recycling


Automobiles are one of the most
recycled consumer products in North
America



Most non-ferrous and ferrous metals
are recycled along with fluids, tires,
and electronics



Parts that can be re-used are
stripped by auto wreckers and then
sold back into the market



There is no incentive for auto
wreckers to remove plastic
componentry as they are paid by
weight when selling to shredding
companies

Automotive Recycling: Shredding


Most plastic parts that are stripped
are placed back into the vehicle
before crushing and shredding



Almost all plastics and foams are
shredded together and landfilled as
“waste”



This waste product is referred to as
“auto shredder residue” or ASR



ASR represents approximately 20%
of the total vehicle by weight

Shifting Political Landscape on
Waste Diversion


The City of Calgary has committed
to 80/20 by 2020



The means the city is moving to
divert 80% of all waste by 2020



Calgary’s target diversion rate for
ICI waste is 75%



11% of ICI waste is Plastic



Edmonton is currently diverting
45% of its ICI waste at its
Integrated Processing and Transfer
Facility

Industry Challenges to Recycling
Automotive Plastics


One of the biggest reasons that
many automotive plastics are not
recycled comes down to
transportation costs



While these plastics are recyclable
they do not have a commodity
value that is high enough to justify
shipping (also light weight)



Need to divert the remaining ASR
(possibly through Waste to Energy)

More Than Automotive Plastics


We are actively investigating new
opportunities to diversify our
feedstock



HDPE, MDPE, and LDPE plastics are
very promising for future growth



We have been contacted about
granulating various PVC products



We are also looking at
Polypropylene feedstock from
sources outside the automotive
industry

What You Can Do to Help Divert
Recyclable Plastics


Small landfills and municipalities
can send automotive plastics to us
rather than sending it over-seas



Work with
businesses/municipalities that are
generating this waste to help them
find recycling companies that
accept their plastics rather than
sending it to the landfill



Increase tipping fees on ICI plastic
waste when appropriate

Sources


https://www.thebalance.com/auto-recycling-facts-and-figures-2877933



http://www.transportation.alberta.ca/Content/docType47/Production/AR201
3.pdf



http://www.bottledwater.org/news/earth-day-2010-finds-weight-plasticwater-bottles-reduced-32-while-maintaining-very-small-envir



http://www.britannica.com/science/polypropylene



http://plastics.americanchemistry.com/Market-Teams/Automotive



http://www.calgary.ca/UEP/WRS/Pages/About-WRS/Calgary-WasteGoals.aspx



https://www.edmonton.ca/programs_services/garbage_waste/commercialwaste.aspx

